The Ultimate Training Officer is a two-day officer safety training program which identifies the essential skills and characteristics necessary for improving the performance of new police officers. The course is guaranteed to enhance the instructional quality and capability of your training officers—regardless of which model your department is using. Training officers will leave possessing the tools needed to train essential skills that are frequently not taught in a basic FTO curriculum.

Course topics include:

- Understanding the Characteristics of a Successful Training Officer
- The Science of Human Performance
- Vehicle Stop Tactics
- Generational Training: Gen Y and Millennials
- De-Escalation Techniques
- Officer Safety Principles
- Providing Effective Feedback: Tips & Techniques
- Criminal Interdiction Tactics
- Modelling the Professional Image
- Current Legal Trends
- The Characteristics of Armed Individuals

Register Online @ calibrepr ess.com

Single Registration: $279
Groups of 3+: $249 per person (use discount code AAA30)

For more information or to register a larger group, please contact:
Linda Arnold at (630) 460-3247 or linda@calibrepr ess.com